Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, NEWARK (2-163) (RUC)
SUBJECT: ANTONIO VECIANA;
FRANK CASTRO;
ALFREDO RUIZ GUTIERREZ;
GUILLERMO NOVO SAMPOL;
IGNACIO NOVO SAMPOL;
RAUL VARANDELA ESTEVEZ;
PLOT BY CUBAN EXILE TERRORISTS TO CARRY OUT TERRORIST ATTACKS IN VENEZUELA (NK)(u);
NM-VENEZUELA-CUBA (00:MIAMI)

DATE: 10/13/77

Re: Newark airtel to Bureau, 8/24/77.
San Juan teletype to Bureau, 10/4/77.

Sources of the Newark Office who are familiar with Cuban exile activities have been contacted on a regular basis during the period August-October, 1977 regarding captioned matter, and they were unable to furnish any specific information relative to any plans to carry out terrorist activity in Venezuela (NK)(u).

Sources of the Newark Office who have been contacted regarding this matter are identified as NK 2622-S, NK 5006-S, NK 5775-S, NK [7005-OA] and NK [7045-OA](c).

These sources have been alerted and instructed to immediately contact the Newark Office in the event they develop any information regarding instant matter.

No further investigation is required in this investigation by the Newark Office, and this case is RUC'd to the office of origin.